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About new TIS system

TIS is a new system of investment at

How to join us?

Trader-Invest
System

the currency market which gives

Visit our website — www.forexstart.org Click Open
the Trading account. Further, you should deposit
your account. The minimum size of the deposit for
the trader is $100, for the investor - $1.

maximum of opportunities for business,
enhancement of the capital, using the
most attractive tactics and strategy in
various variations. In TIS there are no
restrictions in positioning on Forex
market.

What does TIS offer?
1) You become a trader and receive money not
only from trade, but also from investments into
you, as in the trader.
2) You become an investor, that is invest the
money in traders, according to the chosen
program of investment, and gain income without
implementation of personal trade and without
time expenses
3) You can at the same time become the investor
and the trader, thus you have an opportunity to
conduct commercial transactions independently,
to invest money not only in traders, but also in
yourself.

Why TIS from FOREXstart is
favorable?
Our investor makes investments in unlimited
number of traders at own choice, according to the
chosen strategy, investments increase in
proportion to contribution. The profit depends
only on percent of a gain of the capital of the
trader in a period from put in of investment till its
put out.
Our trader does business on his account and in
addition draws interest from profit of the
investors, the interest rate is defined
independently. There is a possibility of earnings on
investments not only for top traders, but also in
general if strategy of the investor assumes
involvement of not the most successful traders at
the moments of their take-off.

Congratulations, now you are a
part of our team!
You can also become an operating trader (it is
possible to invest in you), and the investor (you
can earn without trade), and successfully to
combine both kinds of activity.
If you already trade with FOREXstart and want to
become the investor, simply open the section
"Investments" in the Private office and in the
Rating of Traders list choose those who attracts
you from investment point of view.

Within TIS program we offer two
types of investments:
Direct investments — the sum of investment is
charged off your account and enlisted into the
special account attached to the account of the
chosen trader, thus your contribution grows in
proportion to the account of your trader (you
can read in more detail about direct
investments on our site)
Copying of transactions — you reopen the
transactions of the chosen trader on your
account, transactions can be reopened on a
ratio of lots, and on a ratio of means (you can
read more with the investment by copying of
transactions on our site).
If you want to become the operating trader, in the
section "Investments" of the Private office please
open Become the Trader tab. Choose type of the
account (real or demo), fill information form in
the form of the table and start your work.
FOREXstart gives a perfect opportunity to become
an operating trader not only the one who invested
$100 and more, but also a good chance to the
participants of the investment program who
passed the first two stages. Thus you do not invest
your own money.

